INTRODUCTION
In the 1950s and early 1960s, the first publications appeared that associated external radiation exposure during childhood with cancer of the thyroid gland (1) (2) (3) . Research has since shown that the young thyroid gland is particularly radiosensitive, that radiation-related risk increases with dose up to several Gray (Gy), then appears to level off and possibly decreases at doses in the 2-20 Gy range. Depending on the study, both external and internal radiation can induce benign and malignant thyroid tumors, radiationrelated effects may last 30 and more years after exposure, and papillary thyroid cancer is the main radiation-related histologic type of thyroid cancer (4) (5) (6) (7) . In 1995, Ron et al. published a pooled analysis of seven studies of thyroid cancer and external radiation that quantified the excess relative risk (ERR) per Gy and demonstrated that the strength of the association between thyroid cancer and radiation decreased with increasing age at exposure and that a radiogenic effect persisted for 30 years and more after exposure (5) . The Ron et al. analysis included only one high-dose study of childhood cancer survivors, which limited the ability to evaluate the dose-response at high doses among children.
Due to improved treatments, survival from childhood cancers has increased appreciably, with 70-80% of childhood cancer patients in the U.S. and other countries now surviving at least 5 years (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . However, it is now clear these survivors have an increased risk of developing a variety of treatment-related diseases and conditions, including radiotherapy-related cancer of the thyroid (7, 13) . In 2005, over 325,000 childhood cancer survivors were living in the U.S. (14) , with about half over age 30 years, an age when thyroid cancer becomes more prevalent. To increase understanding of treatment-related primary thyroid cancer following childhood cancer, we analyzed pooled data from four childhood cancer survivor studies that had individual thyroid radiation dose estimates and information on specific chemotherapeutic agents. This information allowed for detailed assessment of the shape of the radiation doseresponse at high doses and to investigate the relationship between radiotherapy and chemotherapy on the risk of thyroid cancer.
METHODS

Study Populations
We conducted a MEDLINE search, reviewed references and queried colleagues to identify all childhood cancer studies of radiation-related thyroid cancer. For the current analysis, we included studies with 10 thyroid cancer cases or more that were diagnosed as a second primary malignancy after treatment for a first childhood malignancy and with individual estimates of thyroid radiation dose. Four studies, two retrospective cohort studies and two nested casecontrol studies, met these criteria.
Study participants received radiotherapy at high doses and high dose rates, mainly from orthovoltage beams as high voltage X or c rays. Because survivors had a variety of first cancers and therefore received many different radiotherapy regimens, there was a broad range of radiation doses to the thyroid gland. In addition, most patients had been treated concurrently or subsequently with chemotherapy. Each study investigator provided estimated thyroid doses based on recorded treatment parameters and phantom measurements and detailed chemotherapy information. For all studies, we included microscopically confirmed cases only and all histologic types. A brief summary of each study is presented below and in Table 1 .
United States Childhood Cancer Survivors Study (CCSS-US) (7)
This cohort study included 12,547 five-year survivors of childhood cancer treated before age 21 between 1970 and 1986 at 25 medical centers in the U.S. and Canada. From 1975 to 2005, there were 119 incident thyroid cancers among study participants, with 111 identified as second malignancies and 8 as third malignancies. In contrast to previous reports (7, 15) , we only included cases who had thyroid cancer as their second malignancy. We excluded 34 patients who developed a second cancer within five years of the initial cancer diagnosis, leaving 12,064 patients. For each patient, we summed doses from all radiation treatments over the 10 years from the first cancer diagnosis. Thyroid doses ranged from 0 to 67 Gy, with a mean dose among exposed of 11.3 Gy. We excluded 449 patients, including 4 thyroid cancer cases, for which thyroid doses were not estimable. We analyzed 107 second primary thyroid cancer cases that were diagnosed and pathologically confirmed through the end of follow-up in 2005.
France and United Kingdom Childhood Cancer Survivors Study (CCSS-Fr/UK) (16)
The original cohort included 4,096 three-year cancer survivors who were diagnosed before age 15 between 1942 and 1986 at eight centers in France and the UK, with follow-up through 1991. For this pooling, we used substantially extended data, including childhood cancer survivors treated between 1942 and 2000, 179 newly identified patients, 267 patients with newly estimated thyroid radiation doses (176 patients with recovered radiotherapy records and 91 patients treated with brachytherapy for whom we assumed equal doses) and an additional 18 years of follow-up (1992-2009). We excluded one patient without a dose estimate, resulting in 4,541 patients. Thyroid doses ranged from 0 to 72 Gy, with a mean dose among exposed patients of 5.9 Gy. Analyses included 45 thyroid cancer cases.
Late Effects Study Group (LESG) (17)
This was a case-control study nested in a cohort of 9,170 two-year childhood cancer survivors treated before age 18 between 1936-1979 at 13 medical centers throughout the U.S., Canada and Western Europe. The study included 23 second primary thyroid cancers and 89 controls, matched on type of tumor and age at first tumor, duration of follow-up, gender and race. One case and seven controls were excluded due to insufficient information to estimate dose, leaving 22 cases and 82 controls. Radiation doses ranged from 0 to 76 Gy, with a mean dose of 12.5 Gy. Some thyroid cancer cases could potentially have appeared in both the LESG and CCSS-US studies. Although we could not specifically link case patients, filtering subjects using various study variables revealed that duplication could have involved at most three cases, and therefore any overlap of cases would have minimal impact on results.
Nordic Countries Childhood Cancer Survivor Study (CCSS-Nordic) (18) This is a case-control study nested in a cohort of 25,120 childhood cancer survivors who were identified through the five Nordic population-based cancer registries. Patients were diagnosed before age 20 between 1960 and 1981. The original study included 14 pathologically confirmed second primary thyroid cancer cases and 41 controls, matched on age and calendar year of first tumor and duration of follow-up. We excluded one case and two controls without dose estimates and three controls that were treated for thyroid cancer as their first cancer. The analysis included 13 confirmed second thyroid cancer cases and 36 matched controls. Estimated thyroid doses ranged from 0 to 55 Gy, with a mean of 10 Gy.
Organization of Data
Due to different inclusion criteria, numbers of patients and thyroid cancer cases for individual studies may differ slightly from original publications. In addition, CCSS-US and CCSS-FR/UK studies considered patients not exposed and assigned a zero dose if their thyroid dose estimate was below the detection limit (DL) under the dosimetry method. In the pooled data, 326 (2.8%) exposed patients [33 (0.4%) in the CCSS-US and 293 (9%) in the CCSS-Fr/UK] had radiation measurements below DLs. Since relatively few patients had estimates below the DL and since we were estimating relative risk (RR) patterns at dose levels that are only minimally influenced by low doses (19, 20) , we inserted DL/=2 as the thyroid dose estimate for these patients. This approach was less biased than inserting a dose of zero or equal to the DL, and was simpler than undertaking a complex imputation (21) .
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Dose fractionation can be defined in a variety of ways. We analyzed dose fractionation using number of radiation treatments, where one treatment was all radiation doses received within six months. Data harmonization requirements made this definition necessary. This resulted in the large majority of patients receiving one radiation ''treatment'', which was similar by case status (88.6% and 87.4% among non-cases and cases, respectively) and across the individual studies. We considered radiation treatments following a pause of six months or more as a separate treatment.
We classified chemotherapy drugs into five groups: alkylating agents, anthracyclines, epipodophyllotoxins, platinum compounds and bleomycin. We computed the RR for patients who received a drug group relative to patients who did not receive a drug group if there were 10þ cases in the group. Chemotherapy often involved drug combinations. However, data were insufficient to differentiate RRs in patients receiving combination chemotherapies from those receiving a single group only. In addition, due to the different approaches used to estimate chemotherapy doses in each study, we could not assign consistent scores representing chemotherapy doses across the studies.
For the cohort studies, accrual of person-time started five years (CCSS-US) or three years (CCSS-Fr/UK) after first cancer and continued until death, loss to follow-up, occurrence of a second primary cancer or end of study, whichever occurred earliest. We crosstabulated person-years (PY) by gender, age at exposure (,1, 1-4, 5-9, 10-14, !15 years), calendar year of follow-up (,1970, 1970-1974, . . ., 1995-1999, !2000) , time since exposure (,5, 5-9, 10-14, 15-19, 20-24, !25 years), attained age (,10, 10-14, 15-19, . . ., 65-69, !70 years), any chemotherapy treatments (yes/no), exposure to individual chemotherapy groups (yes/no) and thyroid radiation dose (0, .0-1, 2-4, 5-9, 10-19, 20-29, 30-39, !40 Gy). We also computed person-years weighted means within each cell of the crosstabulation for continuous variables. We used Poisson regression to model disease risk.
Since case-control data were limited, we enlarged categories for study-specific analysis: age at exposure (,1, 1-4, 5-9, !10 years), time since exposure (,10, !10 years), attained age (,20, !20 years) and thyroid radiation dose (0-1, 2-9, 10-29 and !30 Gy), with the lowest dose category as the referent for dose-response analysis. We a N denotes counts of cases (controls) for case-control studies (LESG and CCSS-Nordic), cases (person-years) for cohort studies (CCSS-US and CCSS-Fr/UK) and cases (trials) for pooled data, with trials equal to the sum of controls and person-years.
b RRs computed using unconditional logistic regression with adjustment for gender and attained age. c RRs computed using Poisson regression with adjustment for gender, attained age, first cancer (Wilm's, Hodgkin lymphoma and others), chemotherapy, radiation dose categories and year of birth, excluding the respective risk factor according to the analysis.
d RRs computed using unconditional logistic regression with adjustment for study, gender, attained age, first cancer (Wilm's, Hodgkin lymphoma and others), chemotherapy, radiation dose categories and year of birth, excluding the respective risk factor according to the analysis.
e NA, ''Not applicable'' since cases and controls were matched for gender and age at first cancer. For LESG study, also matched for type of first cancer.
f P value for likelihood ratio test of homogeneity of risk across categories. g Category merges all higher categories.
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specific binomial and case-control subject-specific Bernoulli probabilities.
The pooled and the case-control analyses estimated odds ratios (OR), while the Poisson regression of cohort data estimated RRs. Since thyroid cancer is rare, these measures will be similar and we use RRs throughout for simplicity.
Risk Models
Initial analyses for either the binomial or Poisson regressions used a standard log-linear model for the RR i.e., RR ¼ exp(hx), where x was a vector of explanatory variables that varied by analysis but generally included gender, attained age, year of birth, age at and type of first cancer diagnosis, chemotherapy and other factors, as well as categories of radiation dose and where h was the associated vector of parameters.
We further examined the radiation dose-response relationship using both an excess relative risk (ERR) model:
and, for the cohort studies only, an excess absolute risk (EAR) model:
kðx; z; dÞ ¼ k 0 ðxÞ þ EARðd; zÞ ð 2Þ
where ERR(d,z) and EAR(d,z) represented the excess relative risk and excess absolute risk, respectively, in terms of radiation dose, d, and other factors, z, and where k 0 (x) ¼ exp(hx) described the thyroid cancer incidence rate among non-radiation exposed patients in terms of covariates x. We based hypothesis tests on likelihood ratios and 95% CIs for dose-response parameters on a profile likelihood. For the ERR (and EAR) we used the general linear-exponential (linear-quadratic) form: Using model (3), we evaluated a categorical effect modifier, z, in relationship to either the linear factor or the exponential factor or both using likelihood ratio tests. For an effect modifier, z, with J levels and in relationship to the linear component of the ERR (or EAR), we replaced b d with ( , as well as effect modification with both the linear and non-linear components. Power was limited and none of these latter tests were rejected. We evaluated the effect of categories of gender, age at exposure, attained age, time since exposure, number of radiation treatments, type of first cancer and chemotherapy as potential modifiers of the ERR and EAR. We considered a chemotherapy group only if more than 10 thyroid cancer patients had received that treatment for their first cancer.
Analyses used the EPICURE program, with the AMFIT module for Poisson regression and the GMBO module for regression for the casecontrol analyses and for the Bernoulli/binomial regression of pooled data (22) .
RESULTS
Characteristics of the Study Populations
The pooled data included 16,757 childhood cancer survivors, 288,660 person-years of follow-up and 187 patients who developed thyroid cancer (Table 1) . Distributions of first cancer differed among the studies. In the CCSS-US cohort, leukemia (33.9%), Hodgkin lymphoma (13.2%) and cancer of the central nervous system (CNS) (12.9%) were the most frequent first cancers, while in the CCSS-Fr/UK study, which did not enroll leukemia patients, kidney cancer (19.5%), CNS cancer (17.2%) and neuroblastoma (13.2%) were the most frequent. In the LESG study, neuroblastoma (32.6%) was the most common first malignancy followed by kidney cancer (24.0%). In the 
Thyroid Cancer Risk by Chemotherapy and Other Factors
The case-control studies were matched on gender and age at first cancer and thus RRs for these factors were not estimable ( Table 2) . After adjustment for radiation dose and other variables, RRs in the cohort studies were about twofold in females and increased with attained age. RRs were significantly higher at younger ages at first cancer in the CCSS-US study, but showed no significant variation in the CCSS-Fr/UK study.
There was a non-significantly higher RR for children who received chemotherapy in the CCSS-US and CCSS-Nordic studies, but no effect in the LESG and CCSS-Fr/UK studies.
For all data combined, RRs of thyroid cancer were higher in females (RR ¼ 2.2, 95% CI: 1.6-3.1), decreased with greater age at first cancer (P , 0.01) and increased with greater attained age (P , 0.01), but were not related to type of first cancer (P ¼ 0.23). RRs were increased in patients treated with radiation (RR ¼ 5.5, 95% CI: 3.1-9.7) and in patients treated with chemotherapy (RR ¼ 1.4, 95% CI: 0.9-2.0), although the latter was not statistically significant.
In non-radiation treated patients, RRs and 95% CIs for thyroid cancer by any chemotherapy, alkylating agents, anthracyclines, or bleomycin were 2.4 (0.6-16.9), 3.2 (0.9-14.9), 4.5 (1.4-17.8) and 3.2 (0.8-10.4), respectively, and decreased with increasing radiation dose category for any chemotherapy (P ¼ 0.21), alkylating agents (P ¼ 0.02), anthracyclines (P ¼ 0.12) and bleomycin (P ¼ 0.01) to about 1.0 for patients receiving .20 Gy (Table 3) . Using all data and adjusting for continuous radiation dose with model (3), the estimated RRs in non-radiation treated patients agreed closely with estimated chemotherapy RRs of 2.1 (0.7-6.9), 4.1 (1.4-11.7), 3.2 (1.3-8.3) and 4.6 (1.7-12.0), respectively.
Patients were often treated with multiple chemotherapeutic agents. Among 143 thyroid cancer cases receiving chemotherapy, 46 received alkylating agents only, 38 received alkylating agents and anthracyclines, 12 received alkylating agents, anthracyclines, and bleomycin, while 9 cases received other combinations and 38 cases received other types of chemotherapy or could not be classified unambiguously. For 20 Gy, RRs for alkylating agents alone, alkylating agents and anthracyclines, and alkylating agents, anthracyclines and bleomycin were 1.3 (0.7-2.5), 1.7 (1.0-3.0) and 3.2 (1.4-7.4), respectively, and slightly higher in those with combination therapies, although homogeneity was not rejected (not shown).
Radiation Dose-Response Relationships
For all data, RRs increased with radiation dose through 10 Gy, reached a plateau, then declined above 30 Gy (Table 4 and Fig. 1 ). Individual studies exhibited similar patterns, although maxima occurred at slightly different doses: 5-10 Gy for CCSS-Fr/UK, 2-30 Gy for LESG, 10-30 Gy for CCSS-Nordic and 20-30 Gy for CCSS-US.
A linear model did not describe RR trends for any study, although linearity was not rejected for the CCSS-Nordic data (P ¼ 0.18) ( Table 5 ). Comparing deviances, a measure of model fit, the linear-exponential (quadratic) model provided the best fit to the CCSS-US data, while for the other studies and for all data combined, the linearexponential (linear) model provided the best fit. The fitted RR at 10 Gy was 13.7 (95% CI: 8.0-24.0) for all data, with individual fitted estimates ranging from 6.8 in the CCSS-Fr/ UK study to 12.9 in the CCSS-Nordic study.
Modification of the Radiation Dose-Response Relationship
We used the linear-exponential (linear) model for the pooled data and for each study, except the CCSS-US study for which we used the linear-exponential (quadratic) model, to evaluate modification of the ERR/Gy (Table 6 ). In the pooled data, the ERR/Gy increased significantly with decreasing age at exposure (P , 0.01). The ERR/Gy increased with time since exposure with an apparent peak 15-19 years after first exposure, but remained elevated 25 years and more after exposure. Results were not appreciably changed after further adjusting for age at exposure as an effect modifier of dose (not shown).
We also observed a consistent elevation in ERR/Gy with increasing attained age, which remained after adjustment for age at exposure (not shown). The ERR/Gy was significantly lower for Hodgkin lymphoma patients (P , 0.01), even after further adjustment for age at exposure (P ¼ 0.05). Gender and number of treatments did not modify the ERR/ Gy estimate, although multiple radiation treatments increased the ERR/Gy in the CCSS-Fr/UK study (P ¼ 0.05).
Consistent with Table 3 , we observed significant effect modification of radiation dose for treatment with alkylating a RRs estimated for cohort studies based on Poisson regression, adjusting for gender, attained age, chemotherapy, first cancer (Wilm's, Hodgkin lymphoma and others) and year of birth, and for case-control and pooled data based on unconditional logistic regression adjusting for gender and attained age (LESG), or gender attained age and first cancer (CCSS-Nordic) or gender, attained age, chemotherapy, first cancer, study and year of birth (pooled data).
b Mean dose among exposed patients weighted by person-years (cohort studies) or by trials (pooled data, see text) or mean dose among all controls (case-control studies).
c P value for likelihood ratio test of homogeneity of RRs across categories.
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agents (P ¼ 0.01), anthracyclines (P ¼ 0.01) and bleomycin (P ¼ 0.02). Additional detailed analyses suggested that the reduced radiation effects for treatment with alkylating agents and anthracyclines derived from a reduced strength of association (i.e., different b's) and not from changes in curvatures (i.e., similar c 1 0 s) (see Supplementary Material  Table S1 , http://dx.doi.org/10.1667/RR2889.1.S1).
We evaluated the influence of each study on the estimated RR at 10 Gy by omitting each study in turn and found only slight changes in point estimates (see Supplementary  Material Fig. S1 , http://dx.doi.org/10.1667/RR2889.1.S1). Using a linear-exponential (linear) model, there was homogeneity of radiation effects across studies (P ¼ 0.57) (see Supplementary Material Table S2 , http://dx.doi.org/10. 1667/RR2889.1.S1). However, under a linear-exponential (linear-quadratic) model, there was heterogeneity (P ¼ 0.01), due entirely to the CCSS-US study, with the other three studies exhibiting homogeneity of dose effects (P ¼ 0.53).
Estimation of the EAR
We fitted EAR models to the two cohort studies. The pooled estimate of the EAR at 10 Gy times 10 4 PY was 12.4 (95% CI: 9.3-16.8), and differed for the CCSS-US (12.7, 95%, CI: 8.9-18.1) and CCSS-Fr/UK (8.2, 95% CI: 4.3-15.4) studies (P , 0.01) (see Supplementary  Material Tables S3 and S4 , http://dx.doi.org/10.1667/ RR2889.1.S1).
At 10 Gy, the pooled EAR estimate was twofold in females compared to males (P ¼ 0.01) and increased with age at radiation exposure under age 15 years, time since radiation exposure, calendar year of diagnosis and attained age (see Supplementary Material Table S5 , http://dx.doi. org/10.1667/RR2889.1.S1). We observed similar EAR patterns in the CCSS-US and CCSS-Fr/UK studies, except gender which did not modify the EAR in the CCSS-Fr/UK study (P ¼ 0.91).
ERR and EAR models are not nested and therefore not directly able to be compared. However, differences in deviances suggested that data were more simply described FIG. 1. Relative Risks (RR) and 95% confidence intervals for categories of radiation dose and fitted dose-response models for each study and for all data combined. Category-specific RRs for LESG and CCSS-Nordic Studies adjusted using the fitted linear-exponential (linear) model to reflect a referent of zero dose. e Model fitting inserted the mean dose (0.71 Gy) for all doses ,2 Gy and used unconditional likelihood regression adjusted for gender, attained age and first cancer.
f Models adjusted for gender, attained age, chemotherapy, first cancer (Wilm's, Hodgkin lymphoma and others) and year of birth. g Model additionally adjusted for study. d Category merges all higher categories. e P value for linear trend using continuous variable. f NA, ''not applicable'' or ,10 case patients. g Sum of radiation treatments, where one treatment included all radiation doses received within six months.
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with the ERR model than with the EAR model (not shown).
Histology-Specific Results
Among 165 thyroid cancer cases with histology information, 133 cases (80.6%) were papillary tumors, and results restricted to those tumors were similar to results for all thyroid cancer (see Supplementary Material Table S6 , http:// dx.doi.org/10.1667/RR2889.1.S1). There were too few cases (n ¼ 32) of others histologies to evaluate in detail. However, they also appeared to be radiogenic (P , 0.01).
DISCUSSION
Childhood exposure to radiation is a well known cause of thyroid cancer, but until recently there were limited data at the high doses used to treat childhood cancers (5) . The improvement in childhood cancer survival (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 23 ) and relatively high risk for developing subsequent treatmentrelated thyroid cancers (7, 13, 15, 24) highlighted the need to better understand the role of radiotherapy and the joint effects of radiotherapy and chemotherapy in the development of thyroid cancer. Our pooling used original data from the four studies that had individual thyroid dose estimates and information on chemotherapy. The CCSS-US was the largest individual study, with 57% of all thyroid cancers. However, the inclusion of the LESG, CCSS-Fr/UK and CCSS-Nordic studies increased our ability to evaluate patterns of radiation and chemotherapy risks and interactions between treatment types over a range of time periods (1936 to 2000) and populations (North American and European) beyond those demonstrated in the CCSS-US study alone (7, 15) .
In this first pooled analysis of childhood cancer survivors, which included 187 thyroid cancer cases, we observed an approximately linear increase in RR of thyroid cancer with dose through about 10 Gy. Above 10 Gy, RRs leveled, then declined above 30 Gy. Study-specific RR estimates at 10 Gy ranged from 6.8 to 12.9. For the pooled data, the best fitting ERR model was linear exponential (linear) with an estimated RR at 10 Gy of 13.7 (95% CI: 8.0-24.0). The maximum fitted RR was 14.9 (95% CI: 8.2-24.5), which occurred at 15.9 Gy.
At 1 Gy, our estimated RR was 3.2 (95% CI: 2.2-5.3), which was lower than the estimated 8.7 at 1 Gy (95% CI: 3.1, 29.7) from the pooled analysis of five cohort studies of populations irradiated primarily at low to moderate doses (5). However, after adjustment for (non-significant) differences between exposed and non-exposed subjects, the Ron et al. estimate was 4.8 (95% CI: 2.4, 11.7) and very similar to our estimate.
While the leveling and downturn of the ERR at high doses likely reflected cell killing, it is noteworthy that the ERR remained elevated even above 40 Gy. For lung and breast cancer risks after high-dose radiotherapy for Hodgkin lymphoma, Sachs and Brenner proposed that stem cell repopulation during and after fractionated exposure can compensate for cell killing (25) . They suggested that accelerated repopulation can explain why risks for solid cancer after radiotherapy remains substantially greater than predictions based solely on initiation and cell-killing mechanisms.
Both the ERR and EAR increased with decreasing age at exposure and showed no diminution with time since exposure. Although risks remained elevated throughout the follow-up period, risks appeared to peak 15-19 years after exposure in both the ERR and EAR models. As in previous studies, we found that gender modified the EAR/ PY-Gy, with females having double the risk of males, but not the ERR/Gy. This agreed with the pooled analysis of Ron et al., where females had a higher ERR/Gy, but the difference was not statistically significant and individual studies were inconsistent (5). Attained age and calendar year of diagnosis both modified the EAR, with risk increasing with increasing age and calendar period of incidence. These results generally were similar to those reported for the CCSS-US study as it was the larger study in the EAR analysis. We found that the effect modification by number of treatments differed by study, with a statistically significantly higher ERR/Gy with greater number of treatments for the CCSS-Fr/UK study, and a non-statistically significantly lower ERR/Gy in the CCSS-US and CCSS-Nordic studies. These findings were consistent with dose rate having only a weak effect on thyroid cell line survival (26) and were compatible with risk estimates from studies of persons receiving external radiation, or I-131 radiation from Chornobyl during childhood (27) . Finally, we observed lower ERR/Gy estimates among Hodgkin lymphoma patients compared with ''other'' first cancers ( Table 6 ). The lower ERR/Gy persisted for Hodgkin lymphoma patients after including age at exposure as a modifier in the model. The reason for this difference was unknown. Radiation dosimetry would have accounted for treatment-related dose, and our evaluation of ERR/Gy did not vary by tumor size, which suggested comparable rates of thyroid screening among Hodgkin lymphoma patients.
A particularly interesting finding was the joint radiotherapy and chemotherapy relationship. Veiga et al. recently reported that chemotherapy increased the risk of developing a secondary thyroid cancer after a childhood cancer only if the radiotherapy dose to the thyroid was less than 20 Gy (15). While overall results were similar, our pooling expanded that case group by 80% and allowed a more detailed examination of RRs for chemotherapy with increasing radiation dose. We observed RRs of thyroid cancer of 3.2 to 4.5 for patients with chemotherapy (alkylating agents, anthracyclines and bleomycin) relative to those without chemotherapy, among those who received no radiation, RRs of 1.4 to 2.6 among those who received doses up to 5 Gy, RRs of 1.1 to 2.4 among those who received doses between 5 to 20 Gy, and no excess RRs 374 among those who received doses .20 Gy. For both alkylating agents and bleomycin, decreasing trends were statistically significant as radiation dose increased, with a similar but non-significant pattern for anthracyclines. Consistent with Veiga et al., among patients who did not have chemotherapy, we observed enhanced radiation effects in the two cohort studies. However, we did not find a similar pattern in the CCSS-Nordic case-control study, which included only 13 thyroid cancer patients.
Combinations of chemotherapies were common, and data were insufficient to disentangle the effects of individual drugs or of differences in the radiation and chemotherapy interactions. While observed RRs were slightly greater in patients with multiple chemotherapies, differences were nonsignificant. These results were consistent wit Veiga et al., who found little evidence of differential RRs for treatment combinations, either overall or 20 Gy (15). Although we could not harmonize a consistent metric for drug dose across studies, Veiga et al. found increased RRs with increasing drug score for alkylating agents.
As in all second cancer studies, we were evaluating older treatment regimens because the occurrence of a second cancer required a minimum follow-up period. With the majority of treatments occurring before 1985, we could not evaluate conformal radiotherapy, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and proton therapy. While these new techniques offer a great advantage in delivering the radiation to a more concentrated target volume and thereby minimize dose to nearby normal tissue, the larger total body dose may increase risk of second cancers due to increased leakage radiation and exposure of a larger tissue volume (28) .
The treatment of childhood cancer patients is one of oncology's greatest successes, but second cancer risks from high-dose radiotherapy remain a concern. From this perspective, the ideal treatment plan would give a very high dose to the tumor while minimizing radiation dose to surrounding and distant normal tissue and thus second cancer risks. A better understanding of the shape of the dose-response relationship for radiation-induced cancers potentially allows optimization of treatment plans to minimize second cancer risks from radiotherapy. Our pooled analysis of thyroid cancer adds to the growing literature showing that certain chemotherapeutic agents can increase risks of solid tumors, but may interact with radiotherapy in complex ways. We also show that, while risks decline after high-dose radiotherapy, elevated risks continue for potentially many decades and therefore indicates the need for continued follow up of childhood cancer survivors.
